Case Studies
Here are just some of the people who like our work…
“Just Health and Safety act as our Health & Safety Consultants and during their consultancy have
reviewed and updated our Health & Safety Policy, creating a new and extremely comprehensive
Policy for seepex, which we are very pleased with.
Just Health and Safety regularly advise our H&S team on training and any up to date HSE
changes which may affect our business. We find them to be extremely helpful, approachable and
knowledgeable in the field of H&S”
Peter McGarian, Director, seepex (UK) Limited

“By out sourcing our H&S requirements this has freed up a lot of my time to concentrate on the
company’s bigger picture.
I feel secure in knowing Just Health and Safety have thought through all our company
requirements and are well informed of all aspects of H&S and the latest legislation”
Andy Haynes, Managing Director, UKS&V Ltd
“As a small but very niche company, we wanted the potential headache of ensuring health &
safety compliancy to be taken away from us. Just Health & Safety not only did that, but provided
us with all of the documentation, training and guidance we needed.
Having got Just Health & Safety on board to deal with all aspects of our group’s health and safety
for a 12 month period, we are already 100% confident of our compliance and of how we are
looking after our staff and visitors.
The decision to use Just Health and Safety to arrange all aspects of our health and safety policy
and compliancy is one of the best and most cost effective decisions we have made since we
formed our group. Just Health & Safety have been a breath of fresh air to deal with; confident and
patient whilst de-mystifying health and safety law and simultaneously making you glad you chose
an expert to handle it on your behalf”
Mike Baker, Business Manager, The Pension Solutions Group

“One of the best things about working with Just Health and Safety is that it has saved us time
(and therefore money) by not having to plough through the latest HSE guidance to determine
which bits apply to us and what we should do about it! As a software company, our Clients
outsource to us as experts in our field so as to make their lives easier – we applied the same
reasoning to getting good advice on health and safety.
Just Health and Safety have been friendly and professional and worked efficiently to enable us to
carry on with our business with the minimum of disruption. The documents they’ve produced have
been to a high standard, as well as easy to understand, and as a result we are confident that we
are well on the road to complying with our legal obligations.
We feel that we made the right choice and would recommend this firm to others looking for a
cost-effective way of easing the pressure of compliance in these challenging times”
Nigel Sargent, Director, Ibcos Computers Ltd
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“Kevin McCloskey is a Chartered Health and Safety Practitioner, a CIEH Certified Trainer
and a British Standards Institution Lead Auditor.
We chose him to be our H&S Adviser as he had a unique perspective on helping companies
become compliant in the field of Health and Safety - previously having enforced H&S law as
an Environmental Health Officer before going into consultancy work. During the time that he
advised us, he successfully took us through a period of cultural change in adopting new H&S
Policies, Procedures and Values.
He is adept at discerning the intent of legislation, codes etc., and then acting as an
interpreter to match in with the circumstances of those he is advising. He is an excellent
communicator and through a combination of empowerment and encouragement of his Client
groups worked very successfully for the University.
I would not hesitate to recommend him as a Consultant to businesses who are serious about
improving their Health and Safety arrangements.
Michael Riordan, Director of Human Resources, Bournemouth University

“The provision of practical interpretation of the legislation relevant to your real life business
situation is invaluable - and this is just what you get. You have the confidence that the
advice is from someone with experience of health and safety from all perspectives, these
being enforcement, consultancy and management. Having access to such all round
experience and capability is an asset to any organisation serious about reducing their
exposure to potentially costly litigation, enforcement notices and prosecutions.
It has to be regarded as a business essential and not a luxury”

Andy Snape, Director Risk & Safety Services Limited

Within a relatively short period of time Kevin, working as our only Health and Safely Adviser,
proposed and largely managed a process which established where we were; where we
needed to change; and commenced the process of guiding change by focusing on areas
deemed to be high-risk.
Without his personal commitment, skill and persistence, the organisation would not have
successfully revitalised its approach to Health and Safety, within an acceptable timescale.'”

David Williams, Centre for Research & Knowledge Transfer, Bournemouth

And from recent training sessions:
(Manual Handling)
“Well prepared, very professional, very friendly and easy to understand the information being
given. All of the session was relevant..excellent”
(1 Day H&S Awareness Course)
“We did loads of exercises on the various topics. I wished the course was longer”
“Very informative, good teaching (lively)”
“Thanks for your informative and friendly approach – I found it quite refreshing!”
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